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General Information and Important Events

→  Established in 1859 (157 years)

→  22.4 hectares including 6 hectares of primary forest

→  Expansion in 1866

→  Greatest expansion in 1879 (41 ha) for plants with economic benefits

e.g. latex, food, timber, etc.
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General Information and Important Events

→  82 hectares nowadays

→  Inscribed as UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2015

→  Over 3 million visitors every year

→  >40 heritage trees

→  Serving multiple purposes 

e.g conservation, education, recreation, etc.

→  3rd Botanic Garden in Singapore
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Primary Forest in Singapore Botanical Gardens
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Heritage Trees 

Source: Vernon
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Tembusu Tree (Fagraea fragrans)

Source: Vernon
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Tembusu Tree

→ Featured on the back of Singapore $5 note

→ Long living & Evergreen

→  Creamy-white flowers with sweet perfume

→  Berries only eaten by some animals

e.g. bats & birds

→  Wood is extremely durable and resistant 

to termite attack

⇒ Used for construction

→ Yellow leaves found in SBG

→ Mutated species

Source: Vernon
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Jelawai

(Terminalia Subspathulata)

Source: Sean
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Jelawai

→  Tallest trees in the Gardens (More than 150 years)

→ 47m tall

→ Located in the rainforest

→ Large spreading buttress roots

→ Wide conical

→ Flat-topped crown

→ Struck by lightening in the 1980s

→ Flattened and winged fruit

Source: Fruit of Jelawai Source: Sean

[https://www.flickr.com/photos/adaduitokla/15632399078]
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Monkey pot

(Lecythis pisonis)

Source: Vernon
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Monkey pot

→  Plant on Feb 1928

→ From South America originally

→  Named by the unique fruit

→ Seeds are rich in oil

→ Oil is used in Brazil for making

white soap & burning source

→ Economic plant in Singapore

Source: Tall Tales, page 84, Monkey Pot Tree

Source: Vernon
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Meranti Melantai (Shorea macroptera)

→ Age unknown (Already a giant in 1819)

→  Important source of timber

→ 2-winged seed

Source: Nparks Facebook page [https://www.facebook.com/nparksbuzz/posts/853199614719516]

Seed of Shorea macroptera [http://tidechaser.blogspot.hk/2009/08/fruiting-dipterocarps-at-singapore.html]
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Penaga Laut (Calophyllum inophyllum)

→ Located next to the entrance

→ More than 100 years old

→ Designed to built around it

Source: Chandler
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What are the functions of 

the garden?

How these functions are 

achieved?
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Functions of the garden?

1.  “Conservation” over “Preservation”

→  Preservation: isolation, and hence, avoiding disturbance

→  Conservation: open entry to primary forest (rainforest)

→  allow public to explore and learn, BUT!

→  with limited access: one pathment branched from the main trail

⇒ appreciate the beauty of primary forest

⇒ hence, develop the sense of conservation
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How to conserve the environment?

→  Pavements made by wood planks

→ Why not concrete?
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How to conserve the environment?

→  Pavements made by wood planks

(i)  Better “feeling” when walking and running

(ii)  Using natural materials: micro-environment 

→  water vapour/ humidity of soil

→  temperature

⇒ soil composition, bacteria and other microbes

⇒ Conservation: carefully open the forest to public
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Function of the garden?

2.  Education

→ A huge themed garden for a dedicated spread of knowledges and 

raise in awareness
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How to educate the public?

→  Museums & Galleries
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How to educate the public?

→ Details on important historical events 

and contributors

Source: Ivan
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How to educate the public?

→  Information boards

vanda miss joaquim

Source: Ivan
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How to educate the public?

Johore Fig (Ficus kerkhovenii)

Source: Sean
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How to educate the public?

→ Laboratory setups behind glass windows

Source: Ivan
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How to educate the public?

→  Specimen collections in museum

Source: Ivan
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How to educate the public?

→  Methodologies related displays

Source: Ivan
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How to educate the public?

→  Apps that can guide tourist walking through SBG
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How to educate the public?

→  Providing map of the garden, trail guides with different themes
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How to educate the public?

→  Books with detailed information over certain sections of the garden

e.g. Ginger Garden
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How to educate the public?

e.g. Heritage trees
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How to educate students?

→  Group visits for kids/ children

→  Law Faculty of NUS is right next to the garden

→  Teaching environment law and environment-related courses

→  Getting first-hand experience 

⇒ Education for students (primary to tertiary education)
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Function of the garden?

3.  Recreation

e.g.  Walking and running trails 

→  free entrance

→ quiet and shady areas

(source: 

http://hpility.blogspot.com/2015/07/15-

things-to-do-at-singapore-botanic.html)
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What kind of recreational activities?

e.g.  Concert

e.g.  Venue hire
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How to provide recreations?

→  By (i)  organizing numerous events monthly

(ii)  providing great variety of exhibitions (indoor and outdoor)  

(iii)  offering wide range of services

e.g. gift shop, dining, venue hiring...

⇒ making SBG a recreational center for locals, and

⇒ must-go attraction for tourists
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How to facilitate people to go there?

→  Close to MRT station

→ 4 stations (10-15 minutes) from                            Raffles Place 

(financial center)

⇒ Convenient for office workers                                                        

to go there after work

⇒ Recreation
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How to encourage people to go there?

→  Free entrance everyday except for Orchid Garden

→  Free entrance for Orchid Garden during school holidays

e.g.  free admission for students, local residents and work permit 

holders
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Function of the garden?

4.  Research

→  Orchid Breeding Lab

→  Herbarium

→ A house of plant specimens

→  ongoing systematic and taxonomic 

researches

Source: SBG Herbarium 

[https://www.sbg.org.sg/index.ph

p?option=com_k2&view=item&la

yout=item&id=47&Itemid=64]
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Why Compare SBG with HKZBG?

→  Sharing great similarities

(i)   Close to financial center of both cities

→  SBG: 15 minutes from Raffles Place

→  HKZBG: 10~15 minutes from central

(ii)   Close establishment year

(iii)  Themed Gardens and Walking Trails

(iv)  Housing numerous Heritage trees (Singapore)/         

Old and Valued Trees (OVTs) (HK)
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General Comparison

SBG HKZBG

Size of Garden 82 hectares 5.6 hectares

Climatic Region Tropical Subtropical

No. of plant species >10000 ~900

UNESCO World 

Heritage Site?

Yes! Nope.

No. of heritage 

trees/OVTs

>40 24
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1.  Events

SBG HKZBG

Diversity High

→ Garden tours, 

nature sketching, 

heritage tour, musical, 

orchid selling day...

Low

→ Guided tour and 

meet the zookeeper
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2.  Thematic trails/Guided walk

SBG HKZBG

Similarly 

Themed

Heritage tree trail OVTs Trail

Longer, more Shorter, less
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2.  Thematic trails/Guided walk

SBG HKZBG

Similarly 

Themed

Heritage Trail Heritage Trail

Longer, include trees Shorter

Source:https://www.sbg.org.sg/images/VisitUs/Trail%20Guides%20PDF/Heritage%20Trail%20191113.pdf
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2.  Thematic trails/Guided walk

SBG HKZBG

Information 

boards

→ Easy to find 

along the trail 

and near trees

→ Hard to find 

along the trail
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2.  Thematic trails/Guided walk

SBG HKZBG

Information 

boards

→ Detailed on history → Detailed on biology
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2.  Thematic trails/Guided walk

SBG HKZBG

Similarly 

Themed

Heritage tree OVTs Trail

Heritage Trail Heritage Trail

Uniquely 

Themed

Rain Forest Trail, 

Ginger Garden Trail, 

National Orchid 

Garden Trail, 

Evolution Garden trail

Fruit Tree Walk
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3.  Themed gardens

SBG HKZBG

Similarly 

Themed

Healing Garden Herb Garden

Orchid Garden Green House

Uniquely 

Themed 

Gardens

Ginger, Fragrant, 

Foliage, Evolution 

and Sun Garden

Bamboo, Camellia, 

Seed Dispersal, 

Magnoliaceae, Palm, 

Fagaceae, 

Rhododendron and 

Pollination Garden

Number 7 10
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4.  Supporting Materials

SBG HKZBG

Information boards, 

Signs and Maps

Detailed and 

tourist-friendly

Need improvement
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4.  Supporting Materials

SBG HKZBG

Website Detailed in general

→ Events → Flowering plants



4.  Supporting Materials

SBG HKZBG

Information boards, 

Signs and Maps

Detailed and 

tourist-friendly

Need improvement

Website Detailed in general

Application on 

smart phones

Yes, on 

IOS only

No

Information Leaflet Found in garden 

and online

Hard to find in 

garden
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5.  Functions

Functions SBG HKZBG

Conservation Primary forest Mammals and 

Birds

Education Workshops and events

Recreation Higher Variety Less Variety

Research Important Less important
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Suggestions after Comparisons

1.  Events Variety

→ higher variety is needed

e.g. plant selling day, nature sketching, musical...

2.  Themed trails

→ put more historical information/stories if possible

→ improve maps and signs
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Suggestions after Comparisons

3.  Themed gardens

→ need more information about the theme and plants

4.  Supporting materials for visitors

→ apps for the garden (provide govt. free wifi)

→ government spent >10M on apps

⇒ no need to make information leaflets

source: http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/article/1463336/costly-government-apps-lag-popularity-game
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THANK 
YOU! 



~~ Q&A time ~~


